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Ｂｅｌｏｗ:An aerial photo of the Longvek royal capital site,
taken by the radio-controlled helicopter




Survey of ground-penetrating radar



































　During the research collaborated with the
Nara National Research Institute 藪〕ｒCultural
Properties and the Ministry of Culture and Fine
Arts, Cambodia, various new technologies for
archaeological research has been attempted｡
　First, aerial photography by radio-controlled
helicopter was carried out. Application of aerial
photography　by　airplane　and　helicopter　to
archaeological　research　has　already　been
conducted before, but it costs a great deal. In
addition, it is hard to take ａ shot at ａ low
altitude　from　airplane　or　helicopter. Our
implement　comprised　by　radio-controlled
helicopter and digital camera enable to shoot
aerial photo readily at the range between low
altitude to the height of ca. 600 meters. This
technique　has　potential　藪)ｒ　research;　for
example, the aerial photo taken by it can be
used for topographical surveying｡
　Second, survey of ground-penetrating radar
(GPR) was conducted. The Nara Institute has
tackled the　development and　application of
technology on underground exploration for a
long time in Japan and other countries. In
Cambodia, we have carried out underground
exploration at Banteay Kdei and the Tani kUn
site,Angkor. At the Krang Kor site. we detected
the　existence　of　burial　featiires. While
underground exploration is considered to be an
effective　　method　　to　　discover　　buried
archaeological　sites, the　analysis　results　are
subject to the environment and condition of the
site. Therefore, it is important to gather ａ
variety　of　data　from　different　kind　of
archaeological site. in order to improve the
acciucacy.
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